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Very helpful to all class of folks. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You can expect to like just how the blogger create this pdf.
(Mandy Larson)
The fans asked for it and now The Hidden Legacy, book 6 in the Legacy Of Magick series has been re-released as a standalone! Meet Hannah Osborne Pogue. She is a direct descendant of one of the victims of the Salem Witchcraft Trials. Even three hundred years later, her family line still demands secrecy when it comes to their Craft. A practical Witch, Hannah is raising her young son and working as an office manager for Fox Investigations. There, she can discreetly use her unique witchy talents by consulting occasionally with her best friend on his cases. When Hannah inherits an antique poesy ring from her grandmother, she becomes the keeper of a bewitching legacy that has been protected for generations. The trouble is that the ring has a mind of its own. It likes to gift its owner with enigmatic visions of the future. Future lovers in particular. If that wasn’t enough, Hannah’s quiet and organized world turns to chaos when Henry Walker, a former cop from Atlanta, joins the agency. She finds Henry scruffy, suspicious and regrettably-sexy. He on the other hand, doesn’t care for the idea of civilian consultants or for following Hannah’s workplace rules. However, he soon discovers that there’s more to the office manager than meets the eye. Even as they clash, their attraction grows. Leaving Hannah to struggle with the obligations of her family’s legacy, even while Henry is determined to discover whatever it is that Hannah’s been hiding.

***Previously released in the dual book, Bewitched Beloved***.